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The Shieldon Precision: Crafting Excellence with the OEM Army Knife

Multi-Functional Tool 14 in 1

In the domain of tactical and outdoor utility, the OEM Army Knife Multi-Functional

Tool 14 in 1 HF-KI5011K stands as a testament to Shieldon's commitment to quality and

versatility. A meticulously designed companion for the adventurous soul, this

multi-tool amalgamates robust functionality with sleek aesthetics, creating an

indispensable asset for any endeavor. Below is a detailed purchasing description of

this exceptional multi-tool, designed for both resellers looking to enrich their

offering and users seeking a reliable addition to their outdoor gear.

https://www.shieldon.net/oem-service/
https://www.shieldon.net/oem-service/
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Product Overview

Item Number: HF-KI5011K

Segment: Army Knife

Functional Diversity: 14 in 1 Tools

Engineering Mastery

At the heart of this multi-functional army knife lies the solid main body, crafted

from 2Cr13 stainless steel. Known for its impressive strength and corrosion resistance,

this steel is the ideal choice for a tool designed to endure the rigors of outdoor

use and various utility tasks. The satin finish on the main body not only adds a touch

of elegance but also provides an additional layer of protection against the elements.

Ergonomic and Aesthetic Handle

The handle, forged from high-grade aluminum, provides a lightweight yet durable grip,

balancing the tool's sturdiness with manageable weight. Its aluminum construction

ensures that the knife is easy to carry without compromising on strength. The closed

length of the tool stands at a compact 4.21 inches (107mm), making it perfectly

pocket-sized, while the opened length extends to 6.61 inches (168mm), offering ample

leverage for all your cutting and utility needs.

Versatile Functionality
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This army knife is not just a knife; it's a portable toolkit. With its 14 in 1

functionality, it is equipped to tackle a plethora of tasks:

1. Blade: Razor-sharp and ready for precision cutting.

2. Saw: Robust for cutting through various materials.

3. Fish Scaler: Essential for the angling enthusiast.

4. Hook Disgorger: A must-have feature for seamless fishing.

5. Scissors: For quick and efficient snipping.

6. Can Opener: Makes accessing canned provisions easy.

7. Bottle Opener: Enjoy your favorite beverages anywhere.
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8. Phillips Screwdriver: Multi-purpose tool for quick fixes.

9. Ice Breaker: Perfect for breaking ice or piercing materials.

10. Nail File: Keeping your appearance sharp in the wild.

11. Nail Cleaner: An everyday tool for everyday hygiene.

12. Needle: Handy for making repairs on the go.

13. Corkscrew: For the moments that call for a celebration.

14. Carabiner: Easy attachment to a backpack or belt loop.

Compact and Lightweight

This OEM army knife is designed with portability in mind. With a total thickness of

0.77 inches (19.5mm) and a total width of 1.07 inches (27.2mm), it slips unobtrusively

into a pocket or pouch. The blade length is a versatile 2.56 inches (65mm), perfect

for detailed and controlled cutting tasks. Weighing in at a mere 4.2 ounces (119g),

it promises heavyweight performance in a featherlight package.

Customizable Aesthetics

The handle's black color offers a classic, sleek look, but personalization is key in

making this tool your own. Shieldon offers anodizing services for the aluminum handle,

allowing a range of colors to suit your brand or personal style.

Reliability without the Lock

The HF-KI5011K has been designed without a locking blade for ease of use and swift

deployment of tools. However, safety and precision are not sacrificed, thanks to the

tool's robust design and the secure grip provided by the aluminum handle.

Bulk Order and Customization
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For those interested in bulk purchasing, the ODM Regular MOQ stands at 3000 units,

a testament to Shieldon's capability to handle large-scale orders with the same

attention to quality and detail as smaller requests. The customization doesn't end

with color; Shieldon is prepared to work closely with clients to make any necessary

adjustments to meet specific market needs or preferences.

Conclusion

The OEM Army Knife Multi-Functional Tool 14 in 1 HF-KI5011K is more than just a product;

it's a symbol of Shieldon's dedication to merging functionality with craftsmanship.

As an integral piece of the Shieldon Manufacturing & Trading Combo business, it

represents a perfect blend of quality manufacturing and astute trading practices. This

multi-tool is an embodiment of practicality and elegance, designed to provide a

competitive edge in both personal use and market resale.

https://www.shieldon.net/product_categories/army-knife/
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For the discerning buyer, the HF-KI5011K is not merely a purchase; it is an investment

in a tool that brings versatility, reliability, and sophistication into the palm of

your hand. With Shieldon's commitment to excellence, this army knife is set to be a

pivotal addition to any product lineup or personal collection.

The Art of Preservation: Storing Your Collectible Army Knives

Army knives are not just tools; for many, they are also cherished collectibles,

reflecting history, craftsmanship, and personal memories. Proper storage is essential

to maintain the integrity and value of your collection. Here's how to ensure your

collectible army knives are preserved for years to come.
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Understanding the Environment

The first step in storing your army knives is understanding the ideal environment for

their preservation. Knives need to be kept in a dry environment, as moisture is the

primary enemy that can lead to rust and degradation. A consistent, moderate temperature

is also key, as fluctuations can cause materials to expand and contract, potentially

damaging the knife.

Choosing the Right Storage

1. Knife Blocks or Magnetic Strips: While these are common for kitchen knives, they are generally not

recommended for collectible army knives, as they can dull the edge and do not protect from dust.

2. Display Cases: For showcasing your collection, a display case with a glass front is an excellent option.

Ensure the case is airtight to prevent moisture and is lined with a soft, non-reactive material like felt.

3. Knife Rolls or Bags: For collectors who prefer mobility, knife rolls or bags made from soft fabrics can

protect the blades from scratches. If using this option, ensure the knives are completely dry before
storage and that the roll or bag is kept in a dry place.

4. Toolboxes or Drawers: If you’re storing knives that are used more frequently, a toolbox or drawer

with a soft lining is practical. Add silica gel packs to absorb any moisture.

5. Individual Sheaths or Sleeves: Ideally, each knife should be stored in an individual sheath or sleeve

made from a material that won’t scratch the blade, such as leather or fabric.

Maintenance Before Storage

Before storing your knives, it’s important to perform some routine maintenance:

1. Clean Thoroughly: Ensure each knife is cleaned properly. Use a mild soap and water for the blade

and handle, and dry immediately and thoroughly.

2. Oil the Blade: Apply a thin layer of oil designed for knife preservation. This will act as a barrier

against moisture and prevent rust.

3. Check the Handle: The handle material, whether it's wood, bone, or synthetic, should also be wiped

down and conditioned if necessary to prevent cracking or other damage.
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Organizing Your Collection

1. Cataloging: Keep a detailed catalog of your collection, noting the condition, value, and any other

pertinent details. This can help for insurance purposes and to maintain a record of your collection’s
history.

2. Rotation: If displaying, rotate which knives are out on a regular basis to limit exposure to light and

air which can cause wear over time.

3. Accessibility: Store knives in a way that they are accessible without having to move or touch other

pieces. This prevents accidental nicks or scratches.

Avoid Common Storage Mistakes

1. Avoid Plastic: Do not store knives in PVC plastic as it can release harmful chemicals that may cause

corrosion.

2. Avoid Crowding: Knives should not be crowded together, as this can cause them to scratch and

damage each other.

3. Avoid Excessive Handling: The natural oils from your hands can affect the metal and handles, so

handle your knives as little as possible and always with clean, dry hands.

Security and Safety

1. Secure Storage: Ensure your collection is stored securely, both to prevent theft and to ensure that

children or others who may not handle the knives properly cannot access them.

2. Safety: Any storage method should consider the safety of the users. Ensure blades are secured and

can't fall or cause injury.
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Conclusion

Storing your collectible army knives with care is crucial to preserving their condition

and value. By controlling the environment, choosing the right storage solutions,

maintaining the knives before storage, and organizing your collection effectively,

your knives will be kept in pristine condition. Remember that the way you store your

knives is an extension of your collecting passion – it reflects the importance and

respect you hold for each piece in your collection. With these tips, you'll ensure

that each army knife remains a treasured part of your collection for many years to

come.

https://www.shieldon.net/product_categories/army-knife/
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